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ular with stock audiences. It is well produced and
as a whole compared very favorably with the pro-

duction seen here with the original company.
Margaret Mayo's farce, "Baby Mine," will be

presented next week at the Empress theatre by
the Ernest Wilkes Stock company, with Norman
Hackett 'and Nana Bryant in the leading rolqs.

,.. This bit of comedy is what is popularly pro- -

nounced "a Bcream;" and audiences have never
been known to belie the reputation. Seldom are
there productions so rife with amusing incidents.

Those who are hungry for a good laugh will
be delighted to see Mr. Hackett and Miss Bryant
in the mirthful play booked for next week.

SALT LAKE THEATRE

Two repeaters, the Hartley Manners-Olive- r

Morosco success, "Peg O'My Heart" and the John
e Walter play, "The Trail of the'Lone-son- c

Pine," have1 filled the week at the Salt Lake
L theuro. The coming of Peg served to show us

' another charming delineation of the character by
Kitty O'Connor, who was ideal in the part and
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" is so produced
as to inspire the hope that it has 'been repeated
for the last time.

AMERICAN

A play of considerable educational value as
well as of thrilling interest is "The Martyrs of
the Alamo" which heads the program at the
American theatre for two days only beginning
with the matinee on Sunday afternoon. It is a
historical drama telling how in the early days
the courageous but much outnumbered defenders
of the Alamo were slaughtered and how other
Americans avenged their death by defeating the
Mexicans and winning the Independence of Texas.

Accompanying the American Sunday and Mon-
day feature will be a Triangle-Keyston- e comedy
"Saved by Wireless." There are wild flights in
the air, a swift auto and motorcycle race on
land and a thrilling rescue from a dynamited
yacht shown in the picture. Mack Swain is the
chief spy and he has an effective role as an d

and expert trouble maker.

The American program for Tuesday and
Wednesday will be the latest of the Paramount
releases, "Armstrong's Wife," featuring Edna
Goodrich in her first screen production.

For the last three days of the week the Amer-

ican bill will be built for laughing purposes only,
both features being comedies. A four-par- t pic-

ture will feature Victor Moore in "Chimmie Fad-de- n

Out West." This picture is the result of the
big success which Mr. Moore had in his first plc-tur- o

which bore the title of "Chimmie Fadden."
The second effort shows the Bowery boy hero in
the wilds of Death Valley finding a gold mine
and returning east supposedly a millionaire.

In connection with "Chimmie Fadden Out
West" there will bo the ninth picture of the
series of laughable adventures of J. Rufus Wal-lingfor-

the made-to-ord- financier.

LIBERTY

Two strong dramas of American life, two
comedies and two chapters of the serial "Neal of
the Navy" will make up the programs at the Lib-
erty theatre during the coming week beginning
with the matinee on Sunday. The feature attrac-
tion for the first half of the week will be a
three-ac- t Pathe feature story, "Counsel for the
Defense" which deals with the crooked operations
of a crook with a shyster lawyer with a woman
getting the worst of the deal. The story is of
especial interest because it is declared to be
based upon an actual 'incident related to the
author of the scenario by a New York City po-

lice reporter.

The feature for the latter part of the week,
beginning with the matinee of Thursday will have
Miss Jackie Saunders, who is known as the
Maude Adams of the screen, as its star. The
story, "A Bolt From the Sky" is that of an un-

sophisticated young girl who is made the dupe of
a clique of matrimonial conspirators.

"Damaged Goods," the sensational play by
Brieux, which will be shown to men and women
only will be at the Liberty for the entire week
of December 5.
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